As a UQ alumus you are encouraged to share and extend your knowledge to other alumni and industry partners.

If you are looking for an alumni speaker in your region, please reach out and let us know:
- The topic and type of speaker you would like e.g. keynote, panelist, industry expert
- Where and when you event will be located
- Style of event e.g. informal conversation, address to new graduates, lecture, panel discussion.
- If you have someone in mind or if you would like UQ to facilitate an introduction
- How many people you would expect to attend your event

If you would like to speak at a UQ alumni event, please reach out with the following details:
- A biography which includes your area of expertise or interests
- An idea of the events you would like to be involved with
- Your location including willingness to travel and/or host webinar

Please contact uqchangemakers@uq.edu.au or +61 7 3346 3166 for further details.